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1. 
 
 They were here to celebrate an end—prematurely, David thought. Tomorrow, 

Friday, they would offer up their months of research, their recommendations, their slides 

of incomprehensible financial models, and he would finally be able to wash his hands of 

this noxious case. Tonight, in anticipation, his coworkers were extravagantly, 

sophomorically drunk. Even David had ordered one too many. He could feel the pocket 

of his stomach where the bourbon was gathering, festering, harassing the other denizens 

of his gastric neighborhood.  

 David did not often go out drinking, but the new bar that had sprung up beside his 

office building had looked so cozy and inviting— the carefully mismatched couches with 

gashes in their leather, the walls lined with books in charming stages of decay, the dim 

lights painting the room a rusty dusk. It had seemed to approximate his idea of a tavern at 

the end of some cobblestoned European alley, where pensioners spent their days hunched 

over a newspaper or a chessboard. He didn’t play chess, but he liked the way chess 

looked in the periphery of this fantasy. It made him think of the famous photo of Brecht 

and Benjamin playing in the shade of a pear tree. It fit the historical tenor he was going 

for.  

 Houston, Texas was about as unhistorical as it got. He’d never meant to stay this 

long.    

 Now, his disappointment was heavy and familiar. Strewn around the table in 

various poses of amusement, his professional cohort stared across the room at Robert and 

Stacey, who sat at the bar lapping at each other’s mouths. Their tongues were viscous 
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underwater creatures darting frantically from their caves. David wondered whether they 

would regret this in the morning. In general, his coworkers struck him as being bad at 

remorse. He’d met Robert’s girlfriend several times. Stacey’s fiancé he knew only from 

the picture on their save-the-date; the husband-to-be had looked so nerdy and kind-

hearted in his bowtie and his chinos, his petrified smile that betrayed an entrenched fear 

of the woman wrapped around him in a pythonic embrace.  

 “Should we do something?” David asked, a note of pleading in the do.  

 There was a wave of reluctant groans. A laissez-faire crowd.  

 “They’re like St. Bernards. I don’t want to get wet.” 

 “Maybe they have some sort of arrangement back home. Don’t ask don’t tell. 

Swingers or something.”   

 “They’re in their twenties. It doesn't even count.” This from Steve, a senior 

partner, twice divorced.  

 David, twenty-seven and monogamous, found this last comment exceedingly 

stupid, and would have liked to hold up his own relationship as a rebuttal. It had been two 

years, now, with Max. But he preferred not to talk about his boyfriend at work. He wasn’t 

hiding, or trying to pass. Nothing as self-hating as all that. Years ago he’d told everyone 

who mattered. (Admittedly, the list was short: a handful of friends, his parents.) There 

were a couple co-workers he’d confided in, and word had undoubtedly traveled around 

the office, though how high up he couldn’t gauge. He simply chose not to broadcast his 

sexual preferences at work. He wasn’t interested in the role of the Office Gay. He refused 

to concede he was traitor—and he knew plenty of gay men who’d insinuated that he was, 
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with a snide arch of the brow—because his online presence lacked an LGBT label, a drag 

queen gif, or a photo of himself and Max in cloying liplock, hashtag pride. His Pride was 

steadfastly private. When the partners pushed his file around the table, he was adamant 

that his sexuality would not be the first thing that came to mind. The first thing would be 

that he was exceptional. He would be intelligent and “a good fit” and deserving of lots of 

money.  

 Deserving. That was a curious word. Like an equals sign in the middle of a 

sentence, and you had to fill the blanks on either side. And nobody agreed on even the 

most basic calculus. At twenty-two, when he’d taken the job with the consulting firm, he 

hadn’t needed any creative accounting to make sense of his life. On one side, an astute 

young man, freshly minted with a degree from Georgetown (albeit in English Lit), who’d 

agreed to move to Houston and put in seventy hours every week. On the other side, six 

figures. Simple. The location alone had seemed to merit a hearty bonus (a preliminary 

Google search revealed record levels of obesity, record numbers of parking spots). But 

the formula had become complicated by so many factors. This recent case, for instance. 

His consulting firm, R—, had been contracted by a floundering time-share company, 

whose usual strategies for duping the middle-class into buying overpriced vacations 

weren’t cutting it in the wake of the recession. For the past three months, David had 

immersed himself in the minutiae of reward structures and operating costs, flying back 

and forth from Boca Raton to meet with the men in charge. They were sexagenarians 

with full heads of hair, improbable shades of chestnut. They wore garish jewelry and rode 

in the backs of Bentleys. Flagrantly, almost gleefully, they lied to him about the numbers. 
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When the CFO got impatient, he would cross his hands over his paunch and burrow his 

thumb anxiously in his belly button. And David had helped these men.    

 As he sat in the bar, listening to his boss yell encouragement at Robert, whose 

hand was tunneling up Stacey’s skirt, he thought it might make more sense to strike 

“deserve” from the language.          

 He squeezed out of his corner seat and went to close his tab. There was an empty 

stool next to Stacey, which he eased on to with some reluctance. Now that he saw them 

up close, he wasn’t sure how to proceed. They’d become an unpleasant chore, a garbage 

can left out in the rain, full of soggy waste. Should he just tip them over?   

 “Friends of yours?” asked the bartender. It was clearly an accusation. He was 

handsomely bearded, possibly gay. 

 “Coworkers.” 

 “You should call them a cab.” He spoke with measured disdain, the way you 

might address a neglectful parent whose kids were racing through the grocery store 

lobbing eggs at one another. David handed him his credit card.     

 “Stacey,” he said to Stacey’s back, not quite loud enough.  

 They slurped and sucked. 

 “Guys,”—close to shouting now—“I’m getting out of here, if either of you need a 

ride.” 

 Robert pressed a finger against Stacey’s lips, as if to pause her. He turned his 

attention to David, careful not to lose his balance. “We’re good, man. Thanks.” 
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 Stacey swiveled around on her stool and squinted at him. It looked as if the lights 

were causing her pain. 

 “Stacey. Do you want me to call your fiancé? Remember him? Do you want him 

to come take you home?” 

 Stacey was a bright young woman, perceptive and quick-witted. Good at her job, 

at the very least. But in this moment, with her mouth hanging open, she looked utterly 

befuddled. A slow spasm, some preparation either for speech or vomit, made her whole 

face pucker. Then, in a lazy drawl, she said, “Fuck off, David.”  

 He tipped the bartender and left.  

 He had meant to go straight home after work—to Max’s home, not his. There 

wasn’t much left in his own apartment, probably not a single pair of clean underwear. 

Months ago he’d boxed up all his novels and colonized Max’s stately built-in shelves. In 

his fridge: white wine, Tamari, chocolate syrup. His apartment was like an appendix. He 

didn’t really need it, but he wasn’t in a hurry to get rid of it. The thought of excision 

made him squeamish. 

 Why had he not gone home? He turned the question over as he descended into the 

garage beneath his building. At eight o’clock, Steve had led a charge to the new bar so 

sudden and zealous (one hand holding the elevator open, the other slapping the asses that 

scurried inside as if he were a high-school football coach) that opting out had seemed like 

a defection. He’d been swept up in the team’s momentum, had even looked forward to a 

celebratory toast, the first step in the process of washing away the trying day, the trying 

week, the trying months. (Better stop there. It was bad for his psyche to contemplate the 
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workdays in the aggregate.) A toast to mark an end, which is to say a beginning; the next 

case would be better. It must be better. He had been lured into the new bar by this, the 

simple fact of the New, and the limitless potential that the word contained. Home was 

easy, cozy, indispensible, but it was decidedly not new. Stacey and Robert could 

probably attest to that. Home was continuity. As he ducked into the leather body of his 

car, he wanted nothing more than to slide back into this continuity, home’s blissfully 

monotonous flow, to collapse beside Max on the couch and receive a perfunctory, 

faultless kiss.  

 Outside, the roads were empty. Ten o’clock on a Thursday night and nobody was 

out. Houston was adamantly diurnal. It unsettled him how barren a city of five million 

could feel. At the corner of Montrose and Allen Parkway he stopped at the light and 

stared out the window at the park, vacant except for the row of illuminated sculptures. He 

drove past them every day, seven human figures kneeling in vaguely yogic poses beneath 

the oak trees. Twice the size of normal humans, they were not solid figures but only the 

outlines of bodies, intricate webs of stainless steel spun around beings who had 

seemingly vanished. He had strolled through the park to study them once, stepping 

cautiously around the bodies as if they were living things whose silence he was wary of 

disturbing. Up close, he had seen that the steel webs were made up of letters and symbols 

from various alphabets—Latin, Arabic, an Asian script he hadn’t been able to identify. 

But his eye had been drawn to the Hebrew letters, which had seemed to float forward in 

front of all the others. He had not even remembered the names of some of the letters, and 

yet the sight of them had made something shift pleasurably in his core, as if he were in 
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possession of some secrete knowledge and the Hebrew letters had been included just for 

him. Of course, he had no right to such a comfort. He was perhaps the furthest thing from 

a good Jew, had not set foot in synagogue since his Bar Mitzvah, would never think to 

spare a quiet moment for the God of Abraham. He could not even be credited with the 

preservation of his people, as his mother had been quick to grasp when he’d come home 

from college and told her he was gay. She had not seemed surprised, had reassured him 

gently of her love, and then, after a melancholy silence, had said, “I’ll never have a 

grandson.” It had sounded not like a grievance, but like a curiosity she’d overhead and 

was repeating to herself. He’d thought of offering her words like surrogate or adoption, 

but the effort had suddenly seemed too great. It probably would not have made a 

difference. She had spent a childhood harvesting potatoes, all destined to rot in the 

Soviets’ planned economy; her father had been a prisoner digging ditches in Transnistria; 

so much had been endured to reach that suburban street in Main Line Philly, that position 

of luxury unparalleled in three thousand years of history. How could she be expected to 

make sense of this sort of end? But David had not been able to muster much sympathy 

for his mother or her notion of the Jewish people. What did it matter if he never made 

another Jew, when he was hardly one himself? The greatest gift the Jews had given to 

humanity was the example of their statelessness, their adaptability. Spinoza, Kafka, 

Celan, Trilling: the model cosmopolitans. And then the world had murdered six million 

of them and they had finally given up on trusting it. They had got themselves a State just 

as vicious as the rest. It was a long unfunny joke. It was the saddest story that he knew.   
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  Fitting, then, that the sculpture that had sent him trudging back through the trench 

of this memory should have a name like “Tolerance.” He’d found it printed on a plaque 

affixed to a nearby rock. 

 
TOLERANCE 

by JAUME PLENSA 
 

DEDICATED FEBRUARY 15, 2011 
 

Unity in Diversity 
Reflecting the Pluralism & Harmony of Mankind 
Seven Figures Representing the Seven Continents 

Each Created from Nine Alphabets 
 

In Memory of David Ritcheson and All Who Are Victims of Intolerance 
 

 
 

All at once, the steel figures had been drained of whatever life they had possessed. He’d 

left the park abruptly, feeling as though he’d been duped into sitting through a grade-

school presentation, all the children joining hands across a rainbow. He had not known 

who David Ritcheson was, or of what intolerance he was a victim, but surely he deserved 

something better than this. At home, he’d searched the internet for Ritcheson and found 

the story of a sixteen-year-old boy beaten near to death by two classmates in 2006, not 

thirty miles from the park. They had called him a wetback and a spic, kicked his face in 

with their steal-toed boots, cut a swastika into his chest, and sodomized him with a PVC 

pipe until several organs had been ruptured. They’d poured bleach over his body and left 

him in the grass to die. Miraculously, or tragically, he’d survived. In the eighteen months 
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that followed, he underwent twenty surgeries, saw his attackers sent to prison for the 

remainder of their lives, and then killed himself by jumping from the deck of a cruise 

ship. Hunched over his computer screen, David had read and re-read the story of this boy 

who shared his name, who would have been the same age as him if he had lived. How 

strange, he had thought, that humans could answer a crime so beastly and sadistic with a 

monument to the harmony of mankind. Seven hunks of metal planted beside the road. 

What a strange way to tell a lie.   

  A car horn yelped behind him now. The light was green. He turned right on 

Montrose and sped away from the kneeling figures, their identical mannequin faces 

glowing yellow in the dark.  

 

 At home, he found Max standing in the living room, clutching a glass of wine and 

squinting skeptically at a print on the wall as if it might be made to speak under the 

pressure of his gaze. It was his newest acquisition, a Mark Tobey whose arrival he had 

been awaiting all week. Max liked his artists gay, expensive, and deceased. Hanging a 

new print was a lengthy process that involved juggling all the other works from wall to 

wall and pushing the furniture around the room until he felt the space resonate with a new 

equilibrium. Now he stood here in his blue kimono admiring his handiwork. Max insisted 

on calling it a robe, but it was a kimono, a silky swathe of blue fabric that was too short 

and too tight. He was tall and robust and couldn’t be trusted to shop by himself. The 

kimono had come back with him from a trip to Shanghai, and Max probably wouldn’t 

have worn it so religiously if David hadn’t met it with a paroxysm of laughter. Max did 
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not capitulate to ridicule. He hunkered down and outlasted it, killed it slowly with blasé 

persistence. Standing in the doorway, David felt suddenly weak with affection at the sight 

of this large man draped in silk, his lips stained purple. It was a relief to have arrived at 

this comfortable state of love— a love that consented to look ridiculous.   

 “What do you think?” Max asked, his squint softening into a smile. 

 “I think you look like a crazy person.” He craned his neck to kiss the wine-stained 

mouth.  

 “I tried it next to fireplace, but it wanted a wall to itself. Do you like it? ”  

 Max’s delight was a palpable thing. It came off him like steam and wafted around 

the room so that David could only see the print through the same delightful haze. He said 

that it was lovely.  

 Max made David stand in several different spots to regard the print and endorse 

its position on the wall. David had never known exactly what to make of this obsession 

with collecting. He enjoyed going to museums and galleries, he had dabbled in art history 

at school, but he had never had the impulse to possess the works he looked at. Purchase 

somehow sullied David’s idea of art appreciation. Besides, collecting art was something 

David’s parents did. Max was seven years his senior, and this had felt like an appropriate 

gap for an old soul like himself until he’d been confronted by all of Max’s prints. The 

first time he’d stepped foot in Max’s house, Rauschenberg and Cy Twombly had 

whispered from their wall that, if he wanted to stay here, he would have to cross the 

threshold dividing youth from middle-age. 
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 But when he really thought about it, he couldn’t come up with much that youth 

had to recommend itself. No doubt, it was glamorous in the photos—David had spent 

many a forlorn evening sifting through the online lives of old friends and flames, of one 

boy in particular who’d migrated to San Francisco and seemed to spend every weekend 

bare-chested and bejeweled in a rapture of neon lights. The boy embodied, for David, the 

utopian, feral sort of lust indigenous to that city by the bay. But David had only needed to 

visit him for a single weekend to remember that he did not particularly care for the 

lifestyle depicted in the pictures, for promiscuity or cocaine or the feeling, brought on by 

hours of EDM, that his brain was floating above his body just out of his reach.  

 The more time he’d spent with Max the more the art collection had become a 

symbol, not of the things he must leave behind, but of the things that Max could share 

with him. There was more money hanging on Max’s walls than David earned in several 

years. After a few dates, he’d come to understand Max’s livelihood in broad strokes. 

There was a family business that developed local strip malls and condominiums. The 

capital was inherited, the returns alarmingly bounteous. David had been no stranger to 

economic disparity in his relationships, but he had always found himself on the other side 

of the divide, spoiling a destitute documentarian or sitting across the table from an 

indentured PhD candidate who inhaled his steak as though worried that someone would 

show up to repo the meal before he finished. It had been refreshing to find someone who 

could treat him for a change. Max loved classic French cuisine and varieties of sashimi 

that David had never heard of. He always stopped on his way home to pick up fresh 

daylilies or a cabernet. He planned weekend getaways to South Beach and New York. 
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And all David had to do to be the beneficiary of these tastes was stifle the occasional 

debilitating fear that Max saw him as a plebe. He had to remind himself that, despite 

earning pennies on Max’s dollars, he had his own respectable and well-remunerated job. 

At his lowest points, he’d imagined Max smiling about this with his friends: “It’s good 

for him to stay busy, you know? And he feels like he’s contributing.” He knew Max 

would never say a thing like that, but this certainty hadn’t prevented him from playing the 

words in his mind. That was what made the imagination so terrifying. There was no 

reasoning with it. 

 But he’d gotten better at muzzling these insecurities. And the art collecting, he’d 

decided, was not as stuffy as he’d imagined. On some level it was about status, sure, but 

it was also a fascination with history and with beauty. It seemed to give Max a peculiar 

high to sift through this vein of history and pick out a piece of it for himself. David 

couldn’t share the high with him, but that was no reason to scorn it. Clearly, Max felt the 

same way about David’s library—the frenzied, almost sensual connections he made with 

musty paperbacks. Wasn’t it better this way? To have their private passions? Not to 

become the kind of couple for whom personal joys were only made real after every 

nugatory detail had been shared with the other person? While David trailed Baldwin 

down the streets of 1950s Paris, Max could nerd out in the depths of the art market, and 

they could wave fondly at each other across the divide. Two solitudes resonating side by 

side, inhabiting their separate worlds together in a California king.  
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 Having admired the new print from every angle, David lay down on the couch, his 

head in Max’s lap. He picked up Max’s hand and placed the palm gently on his forehead. 

Max laughed and began massaging David’s scalp. 

 “You’re spoiled,” said Max.  

 “I need a gesture of kindness to remind me that people can be nice to one 

another.” He told Max about the new bar, the scene of infidelity, the way his offer had 

been rudely refused. Max emitted a tsk that sounded more disinterested than 

disapproving.  

 “How does it happen?” David asked. “How do people become so shameless?”   

 “I think we come out that way,” said Max. “Shameless is the default setting. 

You’ve got to learn shame, and most people don’t like to learn.” He made it sound like 

the simplest of truths. His voice slipped into that low legato David loved. 

 “Sometimes I wonder how you can be so cynical and so happy at the same time. 

Doesn’t thinking the worst about people ever make you feel bad?” It certainly made 

David feel bad.   

 Max didn’t answer, but his hand came away from David’s head. David heard the 

slosh of wine being poured from the bottle.  

 “I stopped by the hospital today,” said Max. 

 David opened his eyes and sat up. He felt the hospital’s cold sterility invade the 

living room. “How was she?” 

 “Grumpy. We played rummy for a bit, but I won the first two rounds and she 

decided she was too tired.” 
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 Yes, chemotherapy probably did not put one in the mood to lose. “I’m sorry,” he 

said, because he was not sure what else to say. 

 “My dad brought us both Ninfa’s for lunch. She pretended she wasn’t hungry and 

then ate the whole thing after he left.” 

 “I’m sure the drugs play tricks on her stomach,” David said. Max’s parents had 

split up decades ago. After a long era in which communication had been limited to only 

those conversations which could not be avoided between two people who shared 

offspring, Beth’s illness had eaten away at her notorious talent for holding a grudge and 

coaxed the two of them into a cautious association that occasionally resembled 

friendship.   

 “It’s not the drugs,” said Max, in a way that made David feel it had been a stupid 

thing to say. “She’s off the drugs and she’s going home tomorrow. She wants us to come 

over for Shabbat.”  

 Max’s mother was not supposed to go home tomorrow. She was supposed to go 

home at the end of June. David hesitated at the edge of this information, trying to detect 

an emotion beneath Max’s posture of unconcern. It was almost demure, the way he 

sipped his wine.   

 “She’s stopping the treatment?” David asked. 

 “She talked to her doctor on Tuesday and they decided it was best.”   

 “Are you okay?” 

 Max shrugged. “Not much of a surprise at this point.” 
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 “Still.” David laid his head on Max’s shoulder and felt their two weights merge. A 

practiced fit. And yet he did not feel close enough. He felt he was touching Max through 

some film that would not be breached until Max surrendered to the gravity of the 

circumstances and became a heaving mass of snot and tears.       

 “Don’t make a big thing of this, okay?” Max squirmed under David’s touch. “I’m 

just glad she’s going home. The hospital makes her feel like a prisoner.” 

 David nodded, apologized, took a large gulp of Max’s wine. He always felt this 

way when they talked about Max’s mother— that he was incompetent in the realm of 

consolation. They had been dating almost five months when Max had announced, in an 

oddly businesslike tone, unadorned by grief, that his mother was dying of cancer. Max 

had tried to paint an honest picture of what was coming: the lung would be removed, they 

would take steps to prolong her life. “I know it’s a lot,” he’d said. “I won’t blame you if 

you’re not ready to do this with me.” Take some time, he’d instructed David, to decide 

what you really want. David had contemplated this out he’d been given for approximately 

forty-eight hours. He had felt they were being forced to make an early exit from love’s 

first act, that intoxicating place where lust drowns out one’s ruminations on the future. 

He’d called his own parents for advice, but they had not been much help. The truth was, 

the duty of shepherding Max through grief had frightened him a great deal. But in the 

end, it had seemed a cowardly reason to run from love. He did love Max, and this 

knowledge had inspired him to make himself into the type of man that Max could lean 

on.        
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 But it wasn’t playing out that way. Max was ill-disposed to leaning. He regarded 

the outstretched hands of others with a curious indifference. And his feelings about his 

mother were sequestered in some remote region of emotional terrain to which David was 

rarely granted access. It was this withholding that made David bad at commiserating. He 

knew that Max and his mother were not particularly close, that their relationship was 

heavily bound up with money. But he did not know what Max was feeling and so he 

could not feel it with him. It made him alternately anxious and exasperated that Max 

refused to share this part of himself.  

 And it was fucking up their sex life. He and Max were in the midst of an 

unprecedented and (mostly) unacknowledged dry spell. (There was the one outburst late 

last Sunday—“Fuck it! Just fuck it!”— which might once have been David’s encouraging 

cry, but had in this case been Max’s angry resignation in the face of an uncooperative 

physiology.) How long now? Three weeks since their last success, if you were grading 

pass/fail (which he wasn’t). Months since they were in top form. In David’s mind, the 

beginning of their issues coincided with Beth’s latest round of chemotherapy. Max 

denied the connection and traced the genesis back to more pedestrian problems: they 

worked too much, they drank too much, they were always tired. But if that were true, 

then the problem was even worse. Had they really joined the ranks, already, of the 

perpetually too-fatigued-to-fuck? He knew there were hoards of monogamous adults 

whose sex lives were murdered by work and children and the dailiness of marriage. But 

he was too young to be one of them, unafflicted by progeny or matrimony. Sex with Max 

used to be gluttonous, heroically frequent, encompassing the tenderhearted and the 
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pornographic. It would be so unjust to make an early exit from the sphere of sexual bliss, 

especially after he had gotten such a late start (discovering the joys of fucking boys at the 

advanced age of twenty-two). Over the past few months, he’d kept his feelings on the 

matter confined to a quiet agitation. No reason to panic. Sex-lives moved in cycles like 

everything else. They would bounce back, and in the meantime, there was still this: 

Max’s arm hanging heavy on his shoulder, his sympathetic body heat. More modest acts 

of love, but no less vital. He pulled a blanket over them.  

 Max abandoned the subject of his mother as casually as he’d picked it up, and told 

David about his new development in Midtown. David lets his words fall out of focus so 

that his voice became a familiar music. There was plenty of meaning in the subtle 

fluctuations of tone. Sometimes, it was a partner’s role to listen quietly while the other 

person talked to himself. Even when the words were nothing more than the trivial 

delights and gripes that fill a day, as Max’s words were now, they could still pulse with 

affection, a gentle cooing that did the never-ending work of reaffirming connection. A 

hand placed on his own, saying softly, “I am here.”  

 The chime of David’s phone was a rude alarm puncturing the moment. He slid it 

out of his pocket and scowled at the screen.  

  “It’s Custis.” Surprise made the words come slow. 

 “It’s late,” said Max.  

 “Two hours earlier in L.A.” 

 “Just call him back tomorrow.” 
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 David disentangled himself from Max and answered the phone. He rarely 

received calls from his oldest friend, whose preferred method of communication was the 

long handwritten letter. He kept them all in chronological order, in the locked drawer of 

an antique writing desk, and always responded promptly. Their exchange, he suspected, 

was animated by the mutual fantasy of a posthumous volume: The Complete 

Correspondences of Custis Moore. Custis was a poet. When read together, the missives 

formed a histrionic account of Custis’s personal crises. At twenty-three, for instance, he’d 

nearly drowned in the Pacific during a drunken swim. The experience had so affected 

him that he’d undergone a month of silent contemplation in the Redwoods Monastery, 

baking bread with the monks, and had emerged committed to sobriety. He was beguiled 

by extremes. But beneath the self-obsession and the melodrama, the letters were a record 

of their friendship, a current of sincere affection coursing through the years.  

 “Nice to know you still own a cell phone,” David said.  

 “I keep it around for emergencies. Next to the cyanide capsules. Can you talk?” 

 “Depends on the emergency.” 

 “Nothing too disastrous. Just wanted to hear your voice.” 

 David gave a skeptical grunt. Custis was silent for a moment and there was only 

the insectile hum of static on the line. He needed something. 

 “I’m kind of in a bad spot, Davey. I think me and Tess are splitting up.” 

 “What?” 
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 “Yeah. It’s been fairly ugly for a while. I’ve just left her actually.” Custis’s tone 

was matter of fact, as if he were remarking on the weather. “I was hoping I could come 

stay with you. Just for a few days. A week tops.” 

 “Of course, stay as long as you need. But—” he searched for an eloquent way to 

express his dismay— “What the fuck happened?” 

 “Well. A lot of things. I don’t want to get into it right now.” There was a pregnant 

pause, a defeated exhale. “Listen, I’m actually on my way to the airport.” 

 “Right now?” 

 “I’m flying in tomorrow morning. I think it will be good for me to be back in 

Houston. Where you come from is part of where you’re going, and all that. Can you pick 

me up at nine?” 

 The thought of driving to the airport the next day grated uncomfortably against 

his awareness of the hangover gestating behind his forehead. Still, he took down the 

flight number and told Custis he’d be waiting at the terminal. Something about his voice 

made David uneasy. He sounded like a studied impersonation of himself, spot on, but 

straining too hard to get it right.  

 “Are you going to be okay?” 

 A loose laugh spilled out. “The mystery of life, isn’t it? That’s why I love you 

Davey, you always cut straight to the hard questions. I’ll see you tomorrow, alright?” He 

hung up laughing.  

 David stood in the middle of the living room feeling ambushed. The conversation 

had unfolded too quickly. He wanted to take it again at half speed. Max was spread out 
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on the couch, smirking at him. He’d probably pieced it all together from David’s half of 

the conversation.  

 “He’s finally going to grace us with his presence?” said Max. 

 “He and Teresa are having problems.”  

 “You seem surprised.” 

 “He really didn’t sound good.” 

 “I thought he never sounded good. I thought that’s what you liked about him.” 

Max poured the last of the wine into his glass. The dregs looked cloudy and unappetizing. 

David felt the fuzz of dehydration on his own tongue, the taste of being drunk when you 

no longer wanted to be. Sleep, which had felt imminent before, was crowded out by 

anxious thoughts. He needed to prepare. Custis was coming, he would need things. From 

the kitchen he grabbed a tote bag and began to wander the house. Didn’t they have a 

spare French press somewhere? Was there even toilet paper at his apartment? He would 

have to go by the store.  

 “I’m going to set him up at my place before I head to work,” he said. “I’ll have to 

leave early in the morning.”   

 “Stop a second and come here.” The purple lips smiled strangely at him. “It’s 

almost midnight. Just make him take a cab.”  

 Max was right. Why should he worry about toilet paper? Custis wasn’t worried 

about toilet paper. He fell back onto the couch.  

 “I just feel bad for him. Everything was starting to go his way, with Tess and the 

job at the journal and everything. I thought he finally had his life under control.”  
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 “No you didn’t.” Max finished his wine in one greedy swallow and set the glass 

down on the table.  

 Of course David didn’t expect Custis to become a different person, suddenly an 

image of stability. But he really had thought it would work out with Teresa. Rather than 

debate the point with Max, he ran a hand gingerly through his hair and said, “I really 

think you’re going to like him.” 

 This intersection, the meeting of his boyfriend and his closest friend, was a scene 

David had imagined many times. Sometimes he envisioned the two of them sitting across 

from each other at an oyster bar, sucking down the slimy creatures and comparing 

nostalgic slices of their upbringings in Texas. Sometimes he imagined a violent political 

dispute (Custis outraged by the commodification of something or other, Max explaining 

indignantly why it was reasonable for him to keep a loaded gun beside the bed), the tiny 

oyster forks gripped furiously in their fists, the manager coming over to ask them to 

please stop shouting and leave.  

 He had never imagined the meeting would be put off so long. They’d planned to 

go to Los Angeles last year, but had canceled the trip at the last minute when Max’s 

mother had returned to the hospital. David suddenly felt disoriented by the fact that Max 

had never met this person who waltzed into their conversations with such regularity and 

ease. It was hard to know how much distance there was between the real Custis and the 

one who must have existed in Max’s mind, a composite of all the stories David had told 

him. Most were juvenile comedies from their college days—the confrontation with the 

bees in the Guatemalan rainforest that left them looking like the victims of a virtuosic 
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beating, their faces raspberry and malformed, Custis’s left eye swollen shut. They’d 

convalesced by the pool, drinking rum until pain was eclipsed by laughter.     

 But he’d also given Max an abridged account of their romance senior year. Maybe 

romance was inaccurate. Better to stick with fucking. Whatever it was, he hadn’t called it 

anything when he’d told Max. It had just been a sentence spoken in the dark. A cursory 

confession before bed as he and Max unpacked each other’s histories.  

 “We slept together a few times.” 

 “You had sex with Custis?” A distended silence. He’d felt Max inspecting this 

new fact. “How long did it go on?” 

 “A month, maybe. I don’t remember exactly. The whole thing was a mistake.”  

  He hadn’t intended to lie, and regret had foamed up in his breast as soon as he’d 

done it. But in the second between Max’s question and his own response, the fear of 

planting the germ of suspicion in Max’s mind had pushed him swiftly into falsehood. If 

Max had learned that the affair had spanned an entire year—that in addition to being a 

mistake, it had also been wholly necessary, the final act of surrender in his long struggle 

against the nature of his desire—if he had disclosed all this, then his friendship with 

Custis would have been tainted irrevocably by Max’s jealousy. And it would have been 

so ridiculous to be jealous of Custis, who was gaunt and unkempt and really seemed to 

prefer women. Next to Max, Custis looked liked a child, arranging his whole life around 

the evasion of hard work and obligation so that he could be blown about by artistic 

caprice. It would have been a waste of jealousy. Let Max be jealous of the broad-chested 

flight attendant on their trip to Aspen last spring, whose eyes, behind those thick 
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transparent frames, had snagged hungrily on David’s as he’d placed the napkin on the 

tray-table and the vodka-soda on the napkin. A bright and guilty glee had knifed up 

David’s back and down his fingers when he’d peeked at the underside of the napkin and 

found the phone number scrawled in blue ink beside the name: Anthony. He’d pressed the 

napkin quickly back against the table and glanced at Max, who hadn’t seen. The fact of 

the secret existing there beneath his napkin, concealed from Max and all the passengers 

and the whole rest of the world, had made David swell inside his briefs. He’d felt, for a 

moment, like a closeted college kid again, striding down a tidy Georgetown street in the 

middle of the night, each step electric and impatient, toward some faceless torso from a 

casual encounter ad. Would a part of him always be drunk on the thrill of the secret? If he 

had been single on that flight, he would have texted Anthony as soon as they’d touched 

down. Anthony would have produced the key to some clandestine storage room where he 

would have pressed David up against the wall, and David would have let himself be 

swallowed up by a bodily greed.    

 That was something to be jealous of. Not Custis. He should have told Max the 

truth about their past and trusted him to see this. But once he’d told the lie, he couldn’t 

see any way of rectifying it without inspiring a strain of distrust even more stubborn than 

the one he’d feared in the first place. So he hadn’t brought it up again. And Max had 

never asked, not even when he’d seen David reading a long letter from Custis. 

Apparently he was not the jealous type.   

 So then what had he meant, just now, by, “No you didn’t?”  

 No you didn’t think Custis would end up with Teresa? With a woman?   
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 Or, more generally, you didn’t think Custis would ever get his life in order, would 

ever reach the end of his self-sabotage, and beyond accepting this sort of foundering, you 

were actually rooting for it? A visceral current of disdain ran through him, and he shooed 

the thought away. Where had it come from, this unhealthy habit of wading through the 

muck at the bottom of his consciousness and holding up the nastiest thing he could find, 

as if it was the truest?       

 With a minimum of words, he and Max brushed their teeth, climbed into bed, 

turned on the TV, and held each other for a while. The first night they’d shared a bed, 

David had been surprised how effortlessly their bodies had softened into each other’s. 

Tonight, still, it felt like a kind of shelter.  

 The show they watched was about an egomaniacal politician who, despite 

murdering innocent people, managed to come off as essentially heroic. In the middle of 

an improbable three-way sex scene (two guys, one girl, no lube), David looked over and 

saw that Max’s eyes were closed. His skin had a beautiful blue hue in the glow of the TV. 

Softly, he kissed one eyelid, then the other. He sat up alone, no longer able to follow the 

show. He was tired and preoccupied. He was not in the mood to root for the bad guy.          
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2. 

Slouched in a quiet corner of LAX, adrift in the liminal space between waking and sleep, 

Custis Moore watched the woman in blue hurry toward him. She seemed to glide on the 

surface of the floral carpet, a simpering little half-run, advancing fast without getting any 

closer like some sort of mirage. More than a little, she resembled Tess. Short, elegant, her 

ink black hair up in a bun. He’d always thought there was something sinister about Tess’s 

hair. Pure, unadulterated black, perfectly straight, shockingly smooth. When they lay in 

bed together, he sometimes took a gentle handful and rubbed it against his cheek. Maybe 

this was Tess floating toward him now. She was coming to claim him, to envelop him, to 

scold him for believing she’d meant those things she said.  

  All at once the woman in blue was beside him, her voice forceful, unfamiliar. 

 “Can I please use your phone? Mine’s dead and I need to call someone.” 

 She wasn’t talking to him, but to the man a few seats down, who eagerly 

relinquished his cell. Custis sat up and rubbed sleep away. The chill of the terminal was 

abrasive, and his clothes were still damp from his trek through the rain. His feet were the 

worst, the feeling of soggy sock between his toes, and inside his briefs, a mire of 

shriveled, clammy flesh. He checked the time. Almost five AM. His flight would be 

boarding soon.      

 A few yards away, the woman in blue laughed into the phone. She was a girl, 

really; twenty, twenty-two, in daisy dukes and a lacey, insubstantial top. Almost a 

negligee. Underneath, a skin-toned bra. Not her skin tone, but someone’s. Hers was 

darker, a brilliant reddish-brown, like clay-rich soil. Now that she had whomever on the 
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line, the gravity had gone out of her voice. Boredom tugged at her face. She stood with 

her hips cocked and twirled her hair around her finger in a way that made him think she’d 

practiced the pose in front the mirror. It must have been exhausting to be that beautiful— 

to have the acute, vicious sort of beauty that lacked any subtlety, that made her presence a 

provocation or a challenge. Not at all like Tess. Tess’s beauty was muted, unimposing. It 

washed over you like a slow-moving wave, carried you forward without pulling you 

under. But Custis had always wanted love to drown him.  

 Studying the girl in blue, he felt self-conscious and wished he weren’t shivering in 

a wrinkled shirt, that his hair was not so wet and tangled. He’d left the house in a trance, 

opening drawers at random, stuffing clothes and paperbacks into his duffle, only thinking 

that he must get out before his courage evaporated. Before Tess got out of bed and tried 

to stop him. Get out. This singular need resounding in his head, the adamant bellow of a 

gong, propelling him forward. With his bag in one hand and his violin case in the other (it 

was the only thing he owned of value), he’d walked eight blocks in the rain without a 

destination, until he’d felt soaked and self-pitying enough to stop under the awning of a 

gas station and wait for a bus. They say it’s always sunny in L.A. That whole city was a 

lie. Full of people lying to themselves. Had he been lying to himself when he’d imagined 

his future intertwined with Tess’s? It hadn’t felt like lying then. Miraculously, the bus 

that appeared had taken him to Union Station. From there, a straight shot to LAX. The 

decision had almost been made for him. He must have known when he fled the house that 

he was heading for Davey. There was no one else.  
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 What did it matter if he looked mussed and defeated to the girl in blue— he 

hadn’t left Tess to hit on women in the airport. Still, he stared. She looked up at him, and 

he gave her a smile he hoped was disinterested, free from subtext. The girl held his gaze 

and flashed a smile back at him. It was brief, but there was a deliberate note of mischief 

in it. He couldn’t have imagined it. He was still handsome, after all; his tangled hair and 

his general disarray might be, for her, that hard-boiled, punkish aura that attracted a 

reckless sort of woman.  

 She turned away from him and he stared at her back. The blue top scooped low to 

expose a pair of intricate, feathered wings tattooed across her shoulder blades. And just 

beneath the fringe of her shorts, tattooed on the back of each thigh, was a simple, girlish 

bow. She’d disfigured herself with kitsch. How long, he wondered, would she show off 

her tattoos in her short shorts and chiffon top before regret began to grow? Eventually, 

she would come to hate the clichéd come-ons they contained. An angel out of heaven. A 

present to be unwrapped. She would see that they were trashy.  

 The word trashy triggered a mild reflex of guilt. Even as the tattoos repelled him, 

they sparked a deeper want. The wings were an impressive piece of work, a complex 

network of sharp lines, delicate shades of grey and green. Hours of pain, probably spread 

out over days, all in service of her aesthetic vision. It was starting to sound noble. He 

thought about her surrender in the moment of the branding, her irrevocable commitment. 

What did that kind of certainty feel like? A lightness, he imagined, or an exhalation. An 

ecstatic emptying. 
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 The tattooed girl laughed into the phone. He hated her now, hated her with a sour, 

jealous hate. He envied the ease with which she sneered at permanence and good taste. 

Those bows skirting the edge of her ass, like the bows you’d find in the pigtails of a 

toddler. She was mixing up girlhood with seduction. She wanted him to stare, to know 

she was practiced at enduring pain. She wanted him to feel wonderfully dirty for thinking 

of pain and pigtails and penetration all at once. She had certainly succeeded; for that he 

admired her. A shudder ran through his shoulders.  

 While her back was turned, he slid his phone out of his pocket and snapped a 

picture. The loud artificial sound of the camera-phone cut the silence in the terminal. The 

girl whipped around to face him. 

 “Did you just take a picture of me?”          

 “No.” He shook his head. 

 “Yes you did. You just took a picture of my ass.” 

 He denied it again, quite convincingly he thought. 

 “Let me see your phone.” 

 “I’m sorry?” 

 “Give me your fucking phone.” There was a calm assuredness in her voice. She 

knew how to give orders. 

 “I should get to my flight.” He picked up his things and walked away, unhurried, 

so as not to give the impression of fleeing the scene. 
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 “Fuck you,” she sang after him, as if it were a common farewell. There were not 

many people in the terminal. On the whole, he was pleased with the way things had gone. 

She’d been almost civil about it.  

 In a stall in the men’s room, he peeled off his T-shirt and his jeans. It was a relief 

to finally shed the damp skin, and he reached his arms toward the ceiling in a self-

satisfied stretch. The thought of how he must look in his briefs and his socks beside the 

toilet made him laugh softly to himself. He realized he hadn’t brought a towel and tried to 

pat himself dry with a handful of crumpled toilet paper. The results were middling. He 

should waltz out of the stall in his underwear and crouch under the hand drier. Easy 

enough, so long as he didn’t mind the sideways glances of a few uneasy strangers who 

would peg him for a total fucking wackjob. And why should he mind? Was he so 

insecure about his sanity?  

 He pissed resignedly into the toilet and contemplated how to proceed with his 

socks. Reluctant to put his bare feet on the bathroom floor, he stood on his wet briefs. 

Naked, balanced on the small island of his underwear, he was seized by the conviction 

that he was making an irreversible mistake. A bilious dread made his muscles go weak. 

For several minutes, he sat on the toilet wondering if he would wretch. All he had to do 

was walk out of the airport and take a cab home to Tess. All would be forgiven. A vision 

of their bedroom, its warm grainy darkness, trembled behind his eyelids, and it seemed 

the only answer to the white tile of the bathroom floor, the piercing fluorescent lights, his 

helpless, frozen, nakedness. Tess would be cocooned in the bedsheets and he would curl 

his body around hers in the shape of an apology. He would tell her that he loved her, and 
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it would be true— just as true as it had been when they were twenty-four, writing poems 

in the middle of the desert. When all they had needed to be content was the right 

sequence of words, a turn of phrase that settled perfectly inside the ear and opened some 

secret valve into the soul.  

 He pushed the scene out of his mind. If he went back tonight, what would it 

change a week from now, a month? He took a fresh T-shirt from his bag and pulled it 

over his head. In front of the mirror he tied his hair up in a bun. The wet clothes he 

decided to jettison, and he walked out of the restroom feeling like a spy who’d ditched 

his disguise. He had too many clothes anyway. Everyone had too many clothes, too many 

things, too many attachments. He was going the other way. He was simplifying.    

 It would be good to be with Davey again. Davey knew his true self better than 

anyone, and so he would be the perfect person to lead him back to it. With Davey, he was 

able to enter a sphere of honesty that he had not been able to reach with anyone else. Not 

even Tess. How many nights in college had he and Davey stayed up until dawn in the 

coffee shop perched on the second floor of the library, talking about poetry and music 

and sex (that religious trinity of his own invention)? They’d both worked as baristas, and 

after closing they would get stoned in the back office, pour whiskey in their coffee cups, 

and cue the Erykah Badu (soul music being the most direct path to the Soul). From the 

window you could see the gold face of the clock tower illuminated in the night, the dark 

outline of the Key Bridge spanning the Potomac. It had been easy for Custis to paint 

everything in a grand light. It had been easy to see himself as grand. And of course it had 

helped a lot that Davey had seemed to treat everything he said as a prophetic revelation, 
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had admired him to a degree that might have been embarrassing if it had not felt so 

intoxicating. Would Davey be able to see something admirable now, in this need to free 

himself from Tess?  

 At the gate, they’d already called the final boarding zone. He handed his boarding 

pass to the flight attendant guarding the mouth of the jetway, the last line of defense 

between himself and the threshold. It was irrational but he sensed that she knew what he 

was doing, and half-expected her to raise a condemnatory eyebrow and ask, “Where the 

hell do you think you’re going?”  

 She scanned his ticket and let him pass. It shouldn’t be so easy to abandon a life.  

 Turning the corner into the body of the plane, he saw the girl in blue sitting in first 

class of all places, already sipping a white wine. She inclined her head in smug 

recognition and he knew at once she was going to take pleasure in causing a scene, 

accusing him of harassment, demanding he be escorted off the plane. Here, finally, was 

the obstacle that would thwart his escape (and didn’t a part of him want to be thwarted?), 

that would take matters out of his hands and send him back to Tess with the satisfaction 

of having tried to get away. But the girl in blue only flipped him a silent bird. He stared 

straight ahead, pretending not to see her. He was getting his way. A sense of disquiet 

settled in the cabin; behind his sternum, a ripple of claustrophobia.    

 He stowed his violin and his bag and collapsed gratefully into seat 39D, ready at 

last to surrender to sleep. The flight was half empty. There were still five minutes for 

Tess to call before the plane peeled away from the earth and dissolved this last 

communicative fiber, but he turned his phone off and severed the thread himself. The 
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finality of this drained the pressure from the air and he felt his shoulders slacken. Tess 

had no reason to call anyway. For her, the next five minutes contained no more urgency 

that the five that came before them. On the other side of the city, she hadn’t felt his panic 

in the bathroom stall, or the way it was subsiding now. Was it the same for her, sorrow 

tangled up with relief? For five years he had grown into her person, until all her small 

elations and anxieties had become inseparable from his own, and yet here he was, still 

immutably alone. Their separate sensations could not touch each other across a modest 

gap of twenty miles. Tomorrow, there would be another fifteen hundred.  

 To his right, a stocky bald man leaned against the window, his knees pressed into 

the seat in front. The soft blare of heavy metal leaked from his headphones. He smelled 

of alcohol, and Custis was thankful for the empty seat between them. The man seemed 

committed to a menacing persona, the kind of guy who used his elbows to monopolize 

shared arm rests out of principle.  Custis stood up and rummaged through his bag, 

ignoring the exasperated “Sir?” from the flight attendant in the aisle. Before she had time 

to lose her temper, he was back in his seat with his tattered copy of Rilke’s Letters to A 

Young Poet. It was the closest thing he had to a holy book, and he wanted to fall asleep 

with his psalms. This was his favorite part of flying: the sensation of being confined with 

a book, bracketed off from text messages and emails, little household chores, all the 

detritus of daily life that formed the steady tide of distraction. For now, it was only he 

and Rilke. 

      The edition was an old Norton hardback, all the pages creased and yellowed, the 

cover blanched by the sun. Margins choked with commentary, whole paragraphs soaked 
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in highlighter, made up the record of his reading, the years layered upon each other in 

blue and black ink. Opening it now was less an act of reading than a ritual unspooling of 

his memory. The first few words of a loved sentence delivered the whole phrase in his 

mind, together with a rolling warmth that inflated his lungs and brought to mind the 

sensation he’d experienced the first time he read the book, that slow and steady boil of 

discovery rising in his gut.  

 The book had been his mother’s. She had died when he was fifteen, and in the 

days after her funeral, he and his father had wandered the house in silence, avoiding one 

another. The most enraged and depleted part of Custis had believed his father was the 

cause of death (it was so unsatisfying to blame pancreatic cancer). The disease he 

envisioned as a meaty vine snaking through her insides, and his father had fed it daily 

with his quiet cruelty and his drinking, with his furloughs in the beds of other women. 

Because Custis had not been able to say this to his father’s face, he’d resolved not to say 

much to him at all. They’d boxed up her things in separate rooms.  

 Reading glasses, Motown tapes, her favorite sweatshirt with the coffee-stain 

above the breast— he hadn’t been able to part with any of these things, and had kept 

them hidden in his room. He knew it was absurd, but he kept thinking that she would 

need these things when she came back. The air in the house had tasted stale, unnatural, as 

though he were living in uncanny replica of their home. She was in the real home, which 

must have been in some other dimension. Perhaps he, himself, was just a copy of her son, 

an empty body roaming through a fraudulent version of the world. 
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 Searching for belongings to safeguard in his room, he’d come across a slender 

volume at the bottom of a kitchen drawer. Strange, that it should be there, underneath the 

dishtowels, apart from all her other books. On the title page he’d found a short message 

scrawled in looping script: To Jennifer, mi poeta. I follow you always, into beauty. Love, 

Alejandro. Dated 1973. He’d also found a small photo hiding between the pages: his 

mother, at once timid and determined in her youth, ensconced in the embrace of 

(presumably) Alejandro. Her dress hung loosely on her slight, pubescent frame, and she 

held her chin high in an aristocratic pose. Behind her, Alejandro looked much older in his 

summer suit. His face, pressed against her own, was both masculine and gentle. Custis 

had trembled as he’d held the faded photo of his mother with this stranger. It had felt like 

a small betrayal in his hand. And yet, it had been exhilarating to peek into her past, to 

peel back the skin and expose the tender fruit. In the photograph, Custis had found an 

image of his mother wholly separate from his father, proud and alive with ardor. He’d 

tucked it back between the pages and begun to read.  

 At first, he’d imagined Alejandro reading the letters to his mother, but soon 

Alejandro was reclining beside him on the carpet, like an uncle he’d known all his life. In 

the middle of the fourth letter, Custis had been forced to stop because he’d heard the 

words in his mother’s voice, whispering consolation. She was soft and clear and she was 

speaking from inside of him, filling up his throat and chest. Her voice was in his blood. 

By the time he’d finished the book, it was as if his mother and Alejandro and Rilke had 

spoken in a single voice to deliver him this simple message: it was okay to feel alone. We 

are all alone—a black, unbending fact. But across this blackness, they were reaching out 
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a palm to offer him an ember. It was poetry, he sensed, that might soothe this unabating 

hollowness, this sensation that someone had taken a ladle and scooped his insides out. 

Poetry might dampen the urge to stand beside his father’s sleeping form and claw his 

ugly, sagging face. It might soften this feeling that even the smallest tasks—clipping his 

toenails, bathing, digesting a slice of toast with jam—were no longer feasible without her. 

With poetry, he would open a portal to something beyond all this. He would carve out a 

space to speak to his mother, to all the living and the dead at once. He would carve out a 

space for a deathless love.    

 Ascending into the night in seat 39D, Custis struggled to sink into the familiar 

wave of relief he’d come to expect from Rilke. But the sensation was tainted by an 

undercurrent of reproach. A sour taste spidered up the base of his tongue. If he had only 

kept the poet’s words closer to his heart, he would not have strayed so far from his 

intention. He shrank into himself, became smaller in his seat.  

 His thoughts were interrupted by the bald man in the window seat, who murmured 

something Custis couldn’t catch.  

 “What?” said Custis. 

 “You want to have a drink with me?”   

 “No. Thank you.” Custis turned away.   

 “What are you reading?” The man talked out of one side of his mouth. Custis 

showed him the cover, and he squinted at it, unimpressed.  

 “It was my mom’s,” said Custis. “I found it after she died.”  
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 “Fuckin A.” He nodded his head, as if this were the perfect explanation. After a 

shared silence, which lent the vulgar expression a sort of respectful solemnity, the man 

introduced himself as Frank. They shook hands across the empty seat.  

 Frank said he was an electrician for an oil and gas company based in Houston. 

He’d just finished a long stint in North Dakota. California was a detour—four days on the 

beach, blissfully comatose, letting the sun burn off winter’s imprint on his body. 

 “They send me north for the winter and south for the summer. I’m like a fucking 

bird with its wires crossed. In North Dakota, when you’re up on one of those wells and 

the wind chill is negative fifty, you can only work for ten minutes at a time or else your 

fingers will fall off. You got to put your gloves back on and stick your hands under your 

armpits like this” — he gave an eager demonstration— “and wait for the blood to start 

flowing again. Then you’re back at it for another ten. It’s bullshit, man.” He laughed. 

 “Utter bullshit,” Custis agreed. “How long have you been doing this?” There was 

more admiration than pity in the question, but he worried that the pity floated to the 

surface, slimy and black, like oil on water.      

 “Bout fifteen years. Started the technical training and all that when I was still in 

high school.” He spoke about mud pumps and drawworks with an easy authority that 

amounted to pride. There was a dignity in Frank’s labor that, even as it eroded the nerve 

endings in his fingertips, made him more complete than Custis. Custis saw this in his 

face, weather-beaten but elastic, saw that his body was more alive to itself. He had felt 

the same way upon meeting Tess’s family up in Fresno. Her father worked construction. 

Her grandmother had crossed the border as a teenager and spent three decades picking 
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fruit all over California, following the harvest. And what was his own contribution to the 

collective human project? He edited pretentious polemics for a literary journal that no 

one read. He was a community college grammar coach for kids who studied advertising 

and regarded the written word with cool contempt. He was a poet, yes, but poetry was not 

a job. It was a prayer. It was the way you touched the outline of the infinite. He had 

polluted it by trying to make it a profession.           

 “Hey, I’m sorry, I’m talking your goddamn ear off,” Frank said. There was 

something boyish and charming about this abrupt self-consciousness. “You want to do 

vodka shots? I’m going to have another.” He shook the empty miniature bottle.  

 “I don’t drink,” he apologized, sad at having to disappoint Frank. “It was getting 

in the way of work.” He’d thought sobriety would make him a better poet, would help 

him go into himself. But there had been plenty of other vices to derail him. Vanity. 

Cowardice. 

 “Hell, I can’t work without a drink.” That laugh again, round and self-

deprecating. It painted everything that came before it in a lighter hue. He ordered two 

more vodkas and made quick work of the first. “So what do you do?”       

 There was a stark emptiness where the answer belonged. He’d quit the teaching 

gig. His name had already been removed from the masthead at Appraisal. Technically he 

was out of work.   

 “I’m a poet,” he said simply. 

 Frank nodded, and Custis felt suspicion sprout between them. “I never could get 

into poetry,” said Frank. “They made us read it in school but I didn’t get it. It always 
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seemed… kind of faggoty, you know?” He chuckled shyly, as if he were waiting for 

Custis to join him in the laugh. “I guess I just didn’t see the point,” he finished. After a 

silence, an afterthought: “No offense.”  

 What could he say to a person who shat so unthinkingly on his raison d’être? He 

groped for a response, but soon realized that the moment had already closed, that it would 

sew itself uncomfortably into his memory where he would undoubtedly return to it, 

longing to slip something (anything) into this glum, impotent silence. Custis excused 

himself and stumbled to the restroom. In the privacy of the toilet, he felt spineless. The 

machine hiss of the airplane was a ceaseless castigation. Three hours to Houston. Nothing 

to do but sit and think about how it had come to this.  

 
 
 Though Custis was too embarrassed to put it this way to anyone else, he had 

always thought of a poet’s life as the apogee of human freedom. It was a spiritual 

existence shorn of office routine and material desire, emancipated from commerce and 

convention. The sole duty he fastened to his future was an allegiance to his artistic 

impulses. Hadn’t he and Tess once been united on this point? On their first date they’d 

hiked to the highest point in the Santa Monica Mountains and read an anthology of Sufi 

poets she’d carried in her backpack. In hushed voices they spoke about the things they 

wanted for the future. For him: a little cabin near the coast when he was old and amply 

published. For her: a garden like her father’s, with orange trees, tomatoes, and ten 

different kinds of peppers, to sync her own life with the seasons. Custis had thought of 

Merwin hard at work on the abandoned pineapple farm. It hadn’t seemed too early to start 
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blending their two fantasies: a little cabin, a big garden, two distinguished poets walking 

side by side, hand in wrinkled hand.  

 Replaying the date in his head afterwards, he’d been alarmed at the ease with 

which he’d imagined a future with this woman he hardly knew. A twenty-two year old 

boy in the twenty-first century does not nurse such sappy thoughts. He was fresh out of 

college. He’d planned to spend the next ten years running through doomed relationships 

whose tragic conclusions would be overcome by bouts of manic creativity that would 

ultimately help him grow as an artist and a person. He’d planned to spend the next ten 

years sleeping with women who were better looking than Tess.   

 Not that Tess wasn’t attractive—she was. She just wasn’t quite sexy. She had a 

triangle face with a cute nub chin and a too-wide forehead. It had taken him an hour to 

get acclimated to the intensity of her eye contact, the unsettling depth and darkness of her 

pupils. But the longer he’d stared at her, the more striking she’d become. Sometimes 

when she listened, she bit her bottom lip and nodded vigorously, almost desperately, in a 

way that seemed purposefully carnal. Right away, he’d loved the fervor in her husky 

voice when she talked about the birth of digital democracy, the death of ahistoricism in 

the avant-garde. She seemed to see births and deaths all around her. It struck him as an 

invigorating way to live.   

 He asked her out again, with a private resolve to maintain a safe emotional 

distance and avoid discussing anything occurring more than one week in their collective 

future. When he came to pick her up at her studio apartment, she pulled him into a violent 

kiss and said, “I’m not going anywhere with you until I fuck you.” With thrilling resolve, 
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she wrestled him to the living room floor, pulled his pants down to his ankles and her 

skirt up to her waist, and guided him inside of her. There was not the usual fumbling of 

bodies unfamiliar to each other. She did not leave any space for fumbling. Instead, there 

was the startling sensation of her unrelenting control. On top of him, she stirred her hips 

with ferocious determination. She clawed his chest and clamped her hands around his 

ears, rendering him blissfully deaf. She buried her face in the nape of his neck and bit 

down hard. It couldn’t have lasted longer than a few minutes, and he would have been 

embarrassed to come so soon if he’d maintained enough self-consciousness to register 

embarrassment. But her sex had smothered thought. Together they lay panting on the rug.      

 “Do you like Indian?” she asked, after they’d caught their breath. “I know a great 

spot that delivers.” 

 They ate take-out in bed and watched a Kieslowski film, abandoning it a third of 

the way through in favor of more sex. Her hair smelled of coconut and clove, and he fell 

asleep taking deep contented breaths of her, vaguely aware of the alarming late-stage 

domesticity of this, their second date, but too full of sex and Indian food and important 

cinema to care.   

 That was November. By December, he was sleeping over every night. In January, 

they applied to graduate programs in poetry, and in April, they were accepted at a public 

university in the desert outside of L.A., a middling one-year program that offered them 

small stipends, courtesy of the California taxpayers. For four hundred dollars a month, 

they rented a room in an artists’ cooperative called Morbo, which was basically a 

flophouse run by two Chicano painters slash guitarists slash marijuana cultivators. The 
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place was romantic, in a Burning Man sort of way. Tess was less enthusiastic, but it was 

what they could afford. Together they cooked stir-fries in the communal kitchen, taped 

up their verses on the bedroom walls, went on late-night drives through the craggy desert 

mountains.  

 It was almost too intensely the thing he’d dreamed his life in California would be 

when he’d fled Georgetown and the oppressive professionalism of DC, where everyone 

was propelled through their day at the think tank or the non-profit by a laughably 

distended sense of the significance of their task. Out in the desert, it was easier to see 

things in their cosmic context. Out in the desert, they were D’Angelo and Lauryn Hill 

singing to each other: Nothing even matters. Nothing even matters. Nothing even matters, 

but you.   

 In the winter, Custis took her to Joshua Tree for her first camping trip. The sting 

of the cold in his knuckles, the ache of his calves, the bitterness of the cowboy coffee—it 

all put Custis in a reverent state of mind. These were the small discomforts that sharpened 

his perception of the landscape, made him appreciate the profound austerity of the plain. 

So it surprised him when Tess confessed that she was miserable. 

 “Mexicans don’t camp,” she said. “This is proof that I really love you.” 

 He laughed and asked her what she meant. 

 “It feels like going backwards. My grandparents didn’t come here and pick 

peaches for thirty years so that I could sleep in the dirt.”  
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 He found this kind of funny, did not quite take it seriously. No more tents, he 

promised her. What did it matter if she didn’t like to camp? He could go camping with 

his friends. 

 There were other, more essential things that Tess liked to do—things he could not 

do with his friends. For instance, she liked to pin his arms with her knees and press the 

swollen lips of her sex against his face, to suffocate him in her cunt. She liked to put his 

penis in her poems and in her mouth and in the perfect puckered aperture of her ass. She 

liked to wear a dress without panties to a restaurant, to moisten a soup spoon in her 

mouth and introduce it between her thighs with a terrible narrow-eyed stare. When the 

entrees came, she’d slide the spoon across the table and order him to use it. Once, she had 

given him a full body massage whose greasy fervor had inspired her to seize a hairbrush 

from the nightstand and coerce the rounded handle inside of him. He had felt suddenly 

smaller, lighter, almost unconscious. The bed became an abyss and he wanted to keep 

falling without end. He was submersed in the pleasure of belonging to her.        

 Perhaps because of all these things Tess liked to do, he tried to ignore any signs 

that her vision of the future might not correspond to his own idea of artistic asceticism. 

After graduate school, they moved back to the city and got a cheap apartment in 

Huntington Park, just south of downtown, on a street full of swap malls and taquerías. 

Custis found it charming. Tess said that it would have to do for now. She claimed not to 

like the smell of the coffee shop where Custis got a job as a barista (it smelled like coffee 

to Custis). She didn’t like that the neighbors presumed to speak to her in Spanish (Custis 

knew more Spanish than she did). She didn’t like the looming skeletons of old 
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warehouses or the drone of traffic from the freeway that bled through their windows in 

the night. Custis talked to a graffiti artist about beautifying the façade of the abandoned 

building across the street. He agreed to chip in for materials. But Tess wasn't interested in 

solutions. Instead, she found a job in human resources at a law firm downtown and told 

him they were moving to a nicer place once the lease was up.   

 “When the hell are you going to write?” Custis asked. He hadn’t even known she 

was looking for full time job. 

 “Everyone with a nine-to-five does twenty-five hours of actual work and fifteen 

hours of internet shopping. I’ll still end up writing more than you do.” 

 It was true, Custis was not prolific. He rarely felt that a poem was ready to be 

released into the world. Tess published her poems at an impressive clip in literary 

journals with names like Akimbo or Cymbalom (which quite a few poets read despite the 

silly names, or perhaps because of them). Custis could have consoled himself with the 

belief that a slower, more thoughtful pace resulted in poems of a different quality, but the 

thing about Tess’s poems was, they were consistently and undeniably good. They were 

expansive untamed things full of familial strife and quantum physics and scraps of 

Mexican folktales. They made him ache with admiration. There was jealousy, too, but it 

was usually benign, a soft persistent pulse that was safely enveloped in a deep respect for 

the woman who had written them. Only on certain regrettable days (for instance, the day 

they received a thick, glossy Cymbalom in the mail with the name Teresa Molinero in 

elegant type on the cover) did his jealousy swell into an acute, self-pitying dejection that 

infected all of his senses like a migraine. The magazine was the proof that she was the 
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real poet, while he was just a fake, piddling around in their apartment. It was a fear that 

was only exacerbated by her job at the law firm. She was leaving him alone in the realm 

of the aspiring and underemployed.  

 He began to see less of her. Because of work, she took fewer dinners at home, and 

more at an overpriced vegan restaurant on Sunset, whose ecopolitical rhetoric Custis 

found intellectually lazy and ethically insipid. She spent her Sunday afternoons reading in 

a Silverlake café, despite the fact that Custis worked at a coffee shop down the street 

from their house. Silverlake was fifteen minutes away and decades ahead in the standard 

gentrification lifecycle, which Huntington Park was only exhibiting the first timid signs 

of embarking upon. Every day she brought pieces of the atmosphere home with her: 

stacks of records, leather boots, artisanal cheeses and pâtés. Each new acquisition 

dragged him further away from his minimalist fantasy, based largely on a photograph 

he’d once seen of Agnes Martin’s room in Taos. She was sitting on the blue bedspread, 

looking small against the barren walls, the yellow light coming through the blinds behind 

her. On her writing desk, only a jar of pencils and a pair of reading glasses. It had looked 

so seductive in its emptiness.    

 Tess ignored his exhortations to save more and consume less. “If you want to save 

more,” she told him, “then maybe you should work more.” When four of her cousins 

drove down from Fresno for the weekend, she treated them to a three-course feast that 

included three bottles of Barolo, even though Leticia claimed to “really like the wine that 

comes in boxes.” It was as if, through a program of bourgeois consumption, Tess was 

trying to distance herself from her childhood of subsidized school lunches and cheap 
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eyeliner stolen from the TJ Maxx. Indignantly, she denied this. “Don’t try to 

psychoanalyze me,” she said. “You’re the one who’s preoccupied with money.” He felt, 

alternately, ashamed that he could not buy her the things she wanted and betrayed by her 

rejection of his proletarian tastes.  

 Neither were her parents impressed by his thrift. During their first encounter, in 

an Applebee’s (her mother’s choice), her father, Manny, referred to poetry as “a great 

hobby” and asked not-so-subtle questions about Custis’s finances. He was pleased to 

learn that Custis’s father was an attorney, and then aggrieved to hear that Custis no longer 

spoke to him. Custis labored to come up with a polite way to explain that his father was a 

lying, womanizing piece of shit. Manny, perhaps out of some strange allegiance to all 

other fathers, or just a basic distrust of Custis, advised him to call his father and “bury the 

hatchet.” Custis had resolved long ago to ignore the advice of people who could only 

deliver it in platitudes. More frustrating than Manny’s lecture was Tess’s pose of dreamy 

disinterest. She chewed her sandwich lazily and failed to come to his aid.   

 “He used to say the same shit to me,” she said after the lunch. “If you just ignore 

him, he’ll eventually tire himself out and leave us alone.” To her, the act of justifying her 

life to her parents was laughably futile. They had not been very supportive of her poetry. 

Once, she cried softly before bed and confessed how much it pained her that her father 

never asked to read her work. She complained often about her mother’s drinking, her 

father’s machismo and misogyny. All this led him to believe that Tess wanted him to join 

her in disapproving of her family, and he was happy to oblige. With great sympathy, he 

listened to her grievances and parroted her criticisms. At subsequent family lunches he 
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was pointedly distant, nursing a private smugness at finding himself on Tess’s team 

against them.  

 So it was devastating to learn, three years into their relationship, that this 

calculated coldness had not in fact been strengthening their bond, but had actually been 

stoking a secret resentment inside of her. It finally exploded into the open one night while 

Custis was telling Tess about a new California proposition to limit the construction of 

new casinos. She was curled up in the papasan with a book, clearly more interested in her 

reading than local legislation, but Custis had felt it was part of his civic duty to make 

Tess care. He didn’t really believe in the efficacy of America’s political machine; he just 

believed that reasonable people should be outraged by its failures. It felt important, in that 

moment, that Tess agree with him.   

 “They way they’re framing this is bullshit,” Custis said. “It’s not about freedom, 

it’s about taxation. The state wants to balance the budget with gambling revenues, which 

come straight from the pockets of poor people.” 

 “I’m reading,” she said. “I don’t want to talk about this anymore.”  

 “It’s just like the lottery. It’s a regressive tax that they get poor people to levy on 

themselves by dangling the sick unattainable dream of American excess over their heads. 

Our government is feeding poison to its poor people.”  

 “Do you hear how gross it sounds for you to say poor people like that? They’re 

real people, okay? My mom buys lottery tickets.” 

 “I know they’re real people. That’s the point. We shouldn’t dupe them into paying 

for everything.” 
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 “Nobody is duping my mom. She likes playing the lottery.” 

 “I’m not talking about your mom. I’m talking about people in general.” 

 “Maybe that’s your whole fucking problem,” she said. “You talk about this stuff 

like it’s a game or a math problem, but you don’t care about the actual people. You’re so 

concerned about poor people in the abstract, but in real life you’re an asshole to my 

parents. Why do you think that is? Does it make you that angry that they don’t like to 

read books? Or does it just make you angry that they see you as an overeducated slacker 

who’d rather live in a dump than get a real job?”  

 She marched into the kitchen, loudly opened and closed several drawers, appeared 

not to be looking for anything in particular. Custis sat on the couch feeling confused and 

ambushed, then stood up to wander after her.  

 “I thought you didn’t even like your parents,” he said. “You told me to ignore 

them.” 

 “I just meant you shouldn’t worry about making them like you. That’s not the 

same as talking about them like they’re trash.” 

 “I never said they were trash. You’re the one who calls your mom a drunk.”  

 “She is a drunk. I want her to drink less and be a better mom. But I don’t judge 

her for watching The Voice or playing the lotto or not knowing who the Director of the 

CIA is.”    

 Custis steeped uncomfortably in this accusation, certain that nothing good would 

come from opening his mouth right then.  
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 Tess pushed past him, shrugging off his attempt at a caress. “Don’t wake me up 

when you come to bed. I have to work tomorrow.” 

 He sat alone in the living room, smoking an ancient, shriveled joint he’d stashed 

behind the TV long ago in anticipation of an inevitable emotional nadir, and tried to 

convince himself that Tess was wrong about his character. It was true, he did think her 

mother should stop gambling away her money. He thought her mother should care that 

John Brennan and Obama were assassinating thousands of civilians with remote control 

murder planes. And a part of him refused to feel guilty about it. How different was it, 

really, from thinking that her mother should check out an AA meeting and stop drinking 

herself into an incoherent stupor? He and Tess both just wanted people to be different. To 

be Better. But there was a fine line between wanting people to be better versions of 

themselves, and wanting people to be more like you. As he smoked his joint and fell 

down a chemically-induced sinkhole in his consciousness, he became more and more 

certain that he was firmly in the latter camp.  

 He did not have to look any further than the judgments he passed on Tess’s own 

preferences. He could not fathom how a person who enjoyed Kieslowski could also enjoy 

The Real House Wives of Atlanta, as Tess claimed to. Even worse were her playlists full 

of Kumbia Kings and Keith Urban: After the first few saccharine bars, he would feel an 

intense, angry pressure at the base of his skull, a rage he recognized as childish but felt 

powerless to conquer. How could a poet stand to listen to such a shameless collection of 

clichés? And why did a woman as intelligent as Tess feel the need to fritter away so 

much time manicuring her nails? Almost daily she filed and soaked and pushed and 
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painted. They were constantly changing color. Whenever he found her sitting in front of 

the TV in her Fresno State sweatpants, applying a glittery purple polish, he would feel 

some internal organ rebel against the sight of her. What had happened to the fingernails 

caked with dirt from their imagined tomato garden? The fingers desperate to grasp the 

pen and pursue the accursed questions? He would retreat into the bedroom, afraid that she 

could read the judgment on his face. Perhaps that was part of her intention: to show him 

to himself. He saw it clearly now, and it made him feel queasy, bloated, full of something 

toxic. The best way to squash his snobbish thoughts and become a better person, he 

decided, was to cling more determinedly to her. 

 This was the attitude he cultivated when they drove up to Fresno to spend 

Christmas with her immense and ever-expanding family. Custis didn’t have any family of 

his own. Presumably, his father was still in Houston, but their perennially strained 

relationship had come to an end during his junior year of college when Georgetown had 

sent a letter home regarding his “gross misconduct” (he preferred the term civil 

disobedience) during a speech by General David Patreus. Flanked by a dozen fellow 

agitators, clad in tighty-whiteys and a good deal of fake blood, Custis had interrupted the 

General’s address to the student body by reading into a megaphone the names of civilians 

killed in Iraq. He was the only student singled out for censure. The other protesters 

(Davey among them) had not possessed the same revolutionary fervor, and had cravenly 

consented to be escorted from the hall. Custis, on the other hand, had juked out two 

torpid rent-a-cops and incited the eight-hundred person auditorium to, “OPEN YOUR 

FUCKING EYES YOU SHEEP! HE’S KILLING CHILDREN IN OUR NAME AND 
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YOU’RE SITTING HERE JERKING HIM OFF! YOU’VE GOT HIS FASCIST CUM 

ALL OVER YOUR HANDS!” Upon learning the nature of the crime, Custis’s father had 

refused to pay the rest of his tuition. So now Custis had forty thousand dollars of student 

debt and nowhere to spend the holidays. Thanksgivings he usually celebrated with a 

group of artistically inclined friends who suffered similarly from familial estrangement. 

Christmases he did with Davey, who flew out to LA so they could observe the birth of 

Jesus in traditional Jewish fashion, with dim sum and a movie. But Davey was spending 

that Christmas with his new boyfriend, Max, so Custis seized the opportunity to meet 

Tess’s relatives and demonstrate his ability to be a compassionate and accepting person.  

 He tried to imagine a backyard party with sixty Molineros as a boisterous 

communitarian ideal into which he could easily insert himself. He was good at working a 

room. Most people were easier to tolerate in groups, where their personal deficiencies 

could be buried in the happy tumult of togetherness. In this way, a party was kind of like 

an orchestra: you could fill it with mediocre players who were unimpressive on their 

own, and they could still end up sounding pretty good all together. Tess’s family would 

be a pleasant enough orchestra and he would blend into their sound. 

 Walking into the backyard of Tess’s childhood home, he experienced a thrilling 

sensory overload. The stereo was blasting “Spill the Wine” by War, above which could 

be heard a steady stream of gleeful screams coming from the bounce house. Tess held his 

hand and led him through the elaborate web that was the Molinero family tree. He met 

her younger sister Stefanie, already with a brood of her own, and endeared himself to her 

little ones by debasing himself through dance. He asked her older brother Harvey about 
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his recent tour in Iraq and was pleased to hear him say that the U.S. mission was a farce. 

He met no less than nine aunts whose ruthless competitive spirits had yielded a 

superabundance of the best tamales Custis had ever eaten. There was a legion of cousins 

that included a city assemblywoman, the owner of a successful construction company, 

and several heavily-tattooed members of California’s most powerful prison gang. From 

her cousin Toni, he heard about the fireworks that Tess had stolen in the fifth grade, and 

how she and Toni had accidentally ignited an entire acre of dead fig trees off of the old 

access road. Laughing in the middle of this sea of cousins, Tess looked brighter, fresher, 

more vivid than she did in the private world of their dank apartment, and he felt ashamed 

that he had failed to bring out this truer version of her. All his misgivings and anxieties 

about their life together seemed suddenly to apply to someone else, a knockoff Tess that 

he’d created in his mind.      

   In the shade of a plum tree, her grandmother sat in a lawn chair with her feet 

kicked up on a cooler, demanding the attention of each grandchild in turn. 

 “Hi Nana,” said Tess, and kissed her grandmother on the cheek. “This is my 

boyfriend Custis.” 

 Nana wanted to know what kind of name that was. A family one, said Custis. The 

original Custis was his great-great-grandfather, a Galveston original who’d decided not to 

leave the island during what turned out to be the deadliest hurricane in US history. He’d 

come out with his life and not much else. Nothing to pass on except his name. 
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 “Well I hope you have more sense than he did,” Nana said. “It would be a shame 

if you didn’t have the brains to go along with those pretty eyes. Come closer and let me 

touch your face. I don’t see so good anymore.” 

 “Nana, stop. You can see fine.” 

 Custis was already kneeling beside her. 

 “Such pretty hair.” She stroked him with both hands. “Take care of my 

grandbaby, okay?” 

 Custis said okay and kissed the corner of her mouth. He was surprised to find how 

long the sensation of the kiss persisted in his body—the feeling of his lips landing briefly 

on the old woman’s cold skin and, even more enduring, the desperate feeling of 

expansion he’d felt in his throat and in his chest. The way “okay” had come out of his 

mouth sounding, not like a promise, but a supplication: Please (please, who?) let me 

succeed in doing what this woman asks. 

 In the last of the lazy winter sun, he and Tess swayed slowly to Al Green, cheek 

to cheek like prom dates. It felt as if the world was contained in the backyard, as if theirs 

was the only party on the planet in that moment. That night, she climbed on top of him in 

her childhood bed and they pressed their palms over each other’s mouths to mute the 

sounds of their pleasure, which only made the pleasure swell.   

 He drove home the next day, Tess sitting shotgun and his hand resting on her 

thigh.  

 “I love your family,” he said. “They’re not as scary as you make them sound in 

your poems.” 
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 What do you mean scary? I don’t think they’re scary in my poems.” 

 “I just mean they weren’t what I was expecting.” 

 “And what were you expecting.” 

 “I don’t know. I guess you make them seem kind of tragic in the poems. All the 

violence and drug abuse and—” he paused to find the word— “defeat.” 

 She regarded him with a frozen incredulity.  

 “Never mind,” he said. “I don’t know what I’m trying to say.” 

 “No, this is good,” she said in a way that did not sound at all good. “Let’s see 

where this is going.” 

 “It was just nice to see how close you are to them. Sometimes I get the feeling 

you’re trying to escape from your family. But you really love them. I love them too. I 

could see us moving up there one day. We could get a little place in the country and be 

close to them.” 

 She filled the car with a laugh that was loose and cruel, that made him tighten his 

grip on the wheel defensively. “You spent one afternoon with them. Try twenty years and 

then get back to me.” 

 “This is what I’m talking about. You act like they’re some ordeal you’ve 

overcome. But you’re lucky to have a big family that cares about you.” He thought of his 

own dwindling family, of whole weekends spent in an empty house in high school, his 

father either at the office or the residence of some girlfriend. The witchy redhead with the 

thin lips. The middle-school teacher with the hook nose who’d called him Curtis for the 

duration of their acquaintance.  
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 “Oh, you think I’m lucky now? Because before it seemed like my big Mexican 

family was really getting you down, with their lotto tickets and their teenage 

pregnancies.” 

 “I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to make you feel that way. Now that I’ve met everyone I 

totally get it.” 

 “What do you get, exactly? I don’t think you get it at all. Do you think it’s lucky 

that my uncle smokes crack and lives in my Nana’s garage?”  

 “I don’t want to fight with you.” 

 “Was it lucky when Ray and Cris and Demarest slept in our living room for three 

years and we never found out where their dad went? Was it lucky that we all went to a 

shitty public school where half the boys dropped out to sell meth with the Bulldogs?”     

 “I don’t know what the hell you want me to say. I honestly have no idea.”  

 “I do love my family, but that doesn’t mean I can’t be pissed off about some stuff. 

So don’t tell me there’s no love in my poems. Maybe you just don’t know what it looks 

like. Maybe you don’t have a fucking clue.” 

 They drove several miles in silence. Custis took out his frustration on the gas 

pedal. Flying down the grapevine at one hundred and five, he was promptly pulled over 

and given a two hundred dollar speeding ticket.   

 They were just too different. That’s what he told her at the end of their third year 

together when he tried, briefly, to leave her. She was kind enough not to make him 

articulate what he meant by that. In the backyard of a poet-friend he strung up a 

hammock and pitched a tent. He boxed up his books and stored them in the back office of 
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the coffee shop. There wasn’t much else to take. For several weeks, he kept busy picking 

up extra shifts at work and scribbling scraps of poems about the necessity of heartbreak. 

He floated from place to place in a melancholy haze that was almost pleasant. He thought 

he had managed to cure himself of his attachment to her.   

 Then, upon hearing that Tess had been sighted at a reading in the company of her 

ex-girlfriend Sun, he fully lost his shit. Sun: the six-foot-one behemoth whom Tess had 

dated for a year in college. Sun: the farcically overhyped playwright whose heavy-handed 

drama about the dangers of bullying had coaxed drooling reviews from every corner of 

the internet. Sun: the woman whose sexual performances Custis imagined (oh, how it 

pained him to imagine them) as overwhelming displays of power and endurance, not 

unlike her performances in the women’s amateur muay thai circuit. So many holds, so 

many clinches, so many tangled limbs. When she fucked it was an art of attrition. She 

ravaged her conquests to the point of their physical and sexual limits, until they submitted 

tearfully to an eruption of ecstasy and body fluids. He didn’t care to imagine Tess with 

anyone other than himself, but it was somehow more emasculating because Sun was a 

woman. Compared to other men, he was confident that he stacked up favorably in bed. 

But a woman like Sun surely knew some esoteric secrets of the female anatomy. The 

thought of her sinewed shape above Tess, her breasts compact knots of muscle, her 

plunging forearm a deft and swollen member, poisoned Custis with a debilitating 

jealousy. He was sweating, he was feverish, it made him ill to eat or drink. All the doubts 

he’d had about a future intertwined with Tess’s seemed suddenly inconsequential 

compared to the relief he would get from feeling her body against his again, the comfort 
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of knowing that she would not be pressed against Sun’s six pack or cradled in her 

calloused hands. Tess possessed everything he wanted: a curios mind, a compassionate 

soul, a faith in poetic possibility. Soon he was weeping outside her door, explaining that 

he’d made a horrible mistake.     

 He demonstrated his renewed commitment, not just by moving back in with her, 

but by moving into a lavishly renovated bungalow balanced precariously at the top of the 

Silverlake Hills. It was a one-bedroom, comically small, definitively out of their price 

range. More than twice what they had paid for a bigger space in Huntington Park. It was 

not a home for poets. It was a home for well-remunerated elves. But Tess had loved it, 

and he had loved loving her inside it. Part of the rationale behind the move was that Tess 

had started working evenings at a gallery at the bottom of their hill. Their hill, she called 

it, and it really felt that way when he surveyed the scene from the kitchen window. The 

view of the city unrolling beneath him, of the San Gabriel Mountains to the north, was an 

analgesic for his financial anxieties. At the gallery, Tess organized art openings and 

readings and workshops for underprivileged youths who drove in from all the 

neighborhoods where he and Tess could actually afford to live.   

 He also sought to prove himself to Tess by quitting his leisurely existence at the 

coffee shop and finding a job that was, if not more lucrative, at least more respectable. 

Writing became confined to the early hours between breakfast and lunch. During the 

hours between lunch and dinner, he edited essays on poetry for his new job at Appraisal. 

It was not glamorous work—he’d been astounded to discover how many contemporary 

poets (even well-known ones) were borderline illiterate, unable to string together a 
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coherent sentence—but at least it was work about poetry. His spirits were also buoyed by 

the head editor’s promise to arrange some generous reviews for Custis and Tess 

whenever they published their first collections. Which should be soon. Had to be soon. 

They’d both mailed their manuscripts to contests all over the country.  

 In addition to editing, he also sat in traffic from 5:30-7:00 PM three days a week 

so that he could teach freshman comp at a community college in Orange County. The 

students’ essays were marginally better than the poets’ for the simple reason that they did 

not attempt to grapple with topics like “the iconoclastic tension and multivocalist 

tendencies of the line.” Mostly, they wrote essays about college parties and dead dogs. 

Dead dog was pretty much a universal tragedy among rich suburban youth. At the end of 

his first semester, Custis submitted failing grades for about half the class.  

 “Do you want this college to hand degrees to people who can’t write a lucid 

email?” he had asked his incredulous supervisor. “Because that’s what’s happening right 

now. They haven’t learned the basic rules of grammar.”  

 To which his supervisor replied that Custis hadn’t done his job. Custis did not 

think it was fair that he be held accountable for overcoming the shortcomings of 

California’s primary education system, but he couldn’t survive on his Appraisal salary 

alone, so he begrudgingly amended all his grades.   

 Surprisingly, he wasn’t miserable. On the contrary, he felt more alert and 

productive than ever. Tess seemed to be proud of his new trajectory, and he was still 

writing every day. All his gripes about traffic and grade inflation and nonsensical 

criticism were made bearable (perhaps even agreeable) by his feeling that they would all 
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eventually end. He and Tess would publish their collections, their formidable talents 

would be recognized, and an easier adult life would commence. He knew such 

transformations to be statistically unlikely and tried to put the expectation out of his 

mind. And yet it persisted as a silent certainty, scurrying in the corners of his 

consciousness like a stubborn, undying cockroach.     

 He had been with Appraisal just over a year when he was tasked with organizing 

the annual fundraiser slash poetry reading. The event was to be held at the Hollywood 

Hills residence of Dr. V., an infamous plastic surgeon and TV personality, and an old 

friend of the journal’s founding editor. Turning to a cosmetic surgeon for help seemed 

fitting since the infusion of cash from the fundraiser would be just enough for Appraisal 

to keep up appearances, without addressing any of the deeper ailments affecting its long-

term health (for example: the monthly stipend of an editor was equivalent to roughly a 

week’s worth of organic groceries).   

 Still, Custis stood in the middle of Dr. V’s personal library on the eve of the 

reading and felt rather proud of having set the whole thing up. He’d seen to the guest list 

and invitations, purchased the wine and the hors d’oeuvres, and lined up three poets with 

perfectly adequate reputations who’d agreed to read for free. Tess arrived early to help 

him set up and they marveled together at the library. It was a beautiful space for a 

reading, made cozy by the wood paneling and the fireplace. But the sheer size of the 

room, the sweeping view of the city to the south, made the coziness expansive. Overhead, 

the night yawned through the skylight. They climbed the spiral staircase to the second 

floor and leaned over the brass railing to gaze at the sea of yellow lights speckling the 
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darkness. He kissed Tess and thought: This is my life. I am here, a reputable editor, a part 

of a living literary organ, a member of this pulsing city at the edge of the earth. I am 

twenty-eight and a poet. 

 Then the people arrived, and his feeling of gratitude died a long, humiliating 

death. The guests could be divided into two camps: the poets and non-poets. The non-

poets outnumbered the poets about five to one, and Custis quickly realized they had not 

come for the reading, but only for a glimpse inside Dr. V’s home. They whispered 

excitedly about his TV show and his real estate and his infamous ex-wives, who were 

also plastic and on TV. And still, Custis preferred these people to the poets. For half an 

hour he was trapped in a conversation with his old professor, Marissa Platz, who worked 

her way through a litany of complaints. The new poet on faculty was a “careerist boob 

aping Ashbery.” The department was “hostile to her whole aesthetic enterprise.” With a 

sharp turn from rancor to desperation, she begged him to force his students to order her 

new collection.  

 “If I don’t get three hundred pre-orders they’re not going to print the book,” she 

pleaded. 

 “But I don’t teach poetry,” he protested. “I teach freshman comp.” 

 “Please think about it,” she said. “I’m sure you could find a way to work it in.” 

She shoved a deviled egg in her mouth and continued to mumble along behind the shield 

of her palm. He made an effort to detach himself from her, but she grabbed his bicep and 

pulled him closer, either for emphasis or physical support. Gracelessly, she pivoted into a 

story she’d told him twice before involving a barn, a bullwhip, and her then-teacher 
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Robert Bly. With her tiny liver-spotted hands she cracked an invisible whip through the 

air and cackled. A slow sadness rippled through him. Marissa was not really a poet, just a 

bitter teacher, preoccupied with petty academic feuds and a romantic dream of poetry in 

which she fucked famous men in barns. He looked around and found that the room was 

full of Marissas. He and Tess were both Marissas. They were social climbers obsessed 

with residencies and awards, fawning grotesquely over the poets whose careers they 

coveted more than their poems. They wrote sensationalistic essays about “The Crisis of 

American Poetry” which Custis spent hours of his life squinting at on his computer. If 

this was a literary organ, it was a failing one. An arrhythmic heart. A punctured lung. The 

desperation with which he had convinced himself it was all in the service of 

transcendence! When really it was a pathetic lunge toward fame. He wanted to be 

canonized. It was the most vulgar desire he could conceive of, and it was his. He was no 

better than the aspiring actors and musicians who frolicked around West Hollywood (that 

playground of protracted adolescence), whose dreams consisted of their own names and 

faces magnified a hundred times, projected around the world. He had just been chasing a 

smaller, more pretentious sort of celebrity. Abruptly, he walked out the front door and 

drove home in a despondent stupor. 

 “What the hell happened to you?” asked Tess when she got home. 

 He told her he was quitting the journal.  

 “But you’re working with so many poets who can help us. Think about your 

career. Think about our careers.” 
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 “I’ve got an idea,” he said. “How about we stop doing that, and start thinking 

about our sanity. And our spiritual well-being.” 

 She wrapped her hands around his waist and leaned into his body, as if his words 

had made her too tired to stand up on her own. With her cheek resting on his shoulder, 

her voice came out muffled against his neck. “I do care about your spirit, baby. It’s a 

lovely spirit. But it still has to go to work.” 

 But he did not go to work. Instead, he canceled his Monday evening class and sat 

in the bathtub watching his ambivalent cock bob back and forth in the water. He shaved 

off his beard, hoping to uncover a younger, surer face, but he didn’t recognize himself. At 

three in the morning he abandoned his bed, crept out of the house, and drove up an empty 

Highway 1. The moon quivered on the black mirror of the ocean. In Ventura County, he 

cut up a narrow canyon road, and by five AM, he was parked at the base of Sandstone 

Peak. He started hiking uphill through the sallow dawn with his manuscript under his 

arm. He wanted to be alone with his poems. 

 Perched atop the spine of the Santa Monica Mountains, sitting cross-legged on a 

rock, he watched the fat, indifferent sun dispatch the morning fog. To the north, he could 

see clear to Santa Clarita and Oxnard, the tidy fields of strawberries and sugar beets, 

patches in an endless quilt spread across the valley. To the south, the Pacific. It looked 

less like an ocean than a second sky, meeting the first in a brilliant band of white; he 

imagined what it might be like to step off the coastline and freefall into that other 

atmosphere. Los Angeles was barely discernible to the east, a few sprouts of metal 
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dwarfed by the terrain. He felt superbly small— a comforting sensation. He turned to the 

first poem in his manuscript and began to read.  

 The poems were not good. Well crafted, yes, and full of clever concepts. An 

eclectic blend of high culture and low. Subtle ironies. Plenty of attention paid to “the 

body.” They were neat little displays of his intelligence. But atop the mountain he saw 

(perhaps what he had suspected all along but been to proud to admit) that they were 

fashionable dreck. There was no wonder in them, not a single instance of raw, honest 

beauty. They had no sense of the sacred.  

 Setting the manuscript aside, he was surprised to feel, not sorrow, but an 

unsettling relief. His first book was behind him and it was a failure, unequivocally. The 

future suddenly became an open field before him, untethered to expectations of success, 

as blank and resplendent as the slate of blue ocean before him. He had needed to write 

these awful poems, these testaments to his intellectual vanity, in order to purge them from 

himself. He heard the old imperative: You must change your life.    

 When he returned, he described his morning to Tess as a religious experience. A 

humility before the cosmos. The air around him had seemed to vibrate, and the whirr of 

the insects had grown at once louder and more distant. His head had been weightless on 

his shoulders—less than weightless, even—as if balloon were pulling him upward, 

softening gravity. He struggled to explain it to her, hearing the hollowness of his own 

words as soon as they left his mouth. They failed to capture the force of it. The truth was, 

he had felt like the Universe was addressing him (could he call it God? He wanted to, but 

oh, how the word embarrassed him). The Universe had filled him, for a moment, with a 
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quivering joy and gratitude that had made his body feverish and numb. He had kneeled 

down in the dirt and said the words Thank You.  

 Tess didn’t share his sense of wonder. She was worried he was having a nervous 

breakdown. She implored him not to give up on the book she’d been helping him 

assemble for two years, the book that contained so many tender scenes of their life 

together. But his mind was made up.   

 And then, not a week after his pilgrimage up the mountain, his manuscript won 

the Riptide Press New Voices award, and he knew for sure that the world of accolades 

was a farce. Three thousand dollars cash and publication in the fall. After years of work, 

his first book would come out with a pretty gold medal on the cover, the very thing he’d 

ached for. The whole time he had coveted the prize he had felt weighed down by a 

nagging guilt, both for wanting it and for pretending that he didn’t. Now that it was his, 

he was sickened by it.  

 “We should be celebrating,” Tess said, her voice straining with impatience. “I 

don’t understand why you’re so terrified of success?” 

 “I told you. The poems aren’t good.” He was sitting at the kitchen table watching 

her cut a butternut squash with great intensity. 

 “What about that one with the orange tree? I love that poem. You love that poem.” 

 “What about ‘Necromantic Rubicon?’ You said it was self-indulgent and 

pretentious.” 

 “Yes, a little, but so are you a little.” 

 “But I don’t want to be.” 
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 “I think that’s great, babe. You can start by humbly accepting this positive 

development in your life instead of sulking because you didn’t write the Duino Elegies.  

 “I’m not sulking. You’re the one who’s upset.” 

 “I’m upset because you’re acting like a child. I understand if you want to take 

your poetry somewhere new, and I support you. But this book is a stepping stone. Publish 

it and take the money. You can put it toward your student debt. Or we can pay off the 

Corolla.” 

 “You want me to permanently attach my name to a book that’s vacant and 

unfeeling in exchange for full ownership of a nine-year-old Corolla?” 

 “I thought you didn’t care about something as trivial as your “reputation?” Isn’t a 

reputation just another vain delusion? Or am I misunderstanding your religious 

experience?   

 “This isn’t about my reputation. The world doesn’t need another book of shitty 

poems, and I don’t want to accept money for putting shit into the world.”  

 “You know it’s funny, the only people who are suspicious of money are people 

who come from it.” 

 “Well they should know. They have first-hand experience.” 

 “Not with being poor!” She pointed the knife accusatorily. 

 “I’m poor right now.” 

 “It doesn’t count if you choose it.” She dropped the knife in the sink and slumped 

into a chair beside him. It seemed she was exhausting her stores of anger and arriving at 

fatigued entreaty. “This isn’t about three thousand dollars, Custis. It’s about being an 
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adult and making sacrifices. If we’re going to have a life together, I need you to care 

about how we’re going to pay for things.” 

 “Buying things isn’t how you become an adult. We wouldn’t need to worry about 

money if we still lived in Huntington Park.”  

 “I don’t want to live there! I want a yard and a scenic view. I want somewhere 

safe where we could raise kids one day. I don’t think that makes me a bad person.” 

 “Then let’s leave Los Angeles! Let’s go to Oregon or New Mexico and raise kids 

in the boonies. I don’t care where, I just want to be with you.” 

 “I don’t want to move to Oregon.” Her voice was sad and soft. “This isn’t going 

to be any different in Oregon.” 

 They drifted through the next few weeks as if through a thick fog, their 

movements cautious and wary of collision. They had different versions of the same fight. 

But mostly they sat around in dazed silence. All speech frightened Custis because he 

didn’t know where it would lead them. At night, he sat up and watched her snore. Such a 

violent noise from such a tiny nose. He loved her tiny nose, and her too-wide forehead 

and her full, girlish cheeks that sagged slightly when she slept. And yet every night, the 

possibility of confronting that nose and those cheeks for the rest of his life felt 

increasingly remote. How had he become so knotted up with this woman who made guilt 

spring up so often in his heart, this woman whose ambitions now appeared to be so at 

odds with his own? He wondered if he still loved her, if he’d ever loved her, if he was 

even capable of love. He wanted badly to answer yes. But if he loved her, then shouldn’t 
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he be able to do what she asked and publish the manuscript? This, he could not bring 

himself to do. He gathered his courage for the end.       

 When he told her he was leaving, there was no surprise in her eyes, only a bruised 

resignation that made her look much older than she was.  

 “We love each other,” she said. “It shouldn’t be this complicated.” 

 “It’s the most complicated thing there is.” 

 “No,” she said sadly. “It’s simple.” 

 He told her he would go sleep at a friend’s, but she was adamant that she would 

be the one to leave. She didn’t want to stay in the house alone. He watched her pack her 

bag, and then he carried it to the door for her and slipped it on her shoulder. 

 “Okay. I guess I’m going now.” 

 He swallowed the urge to stop her, felt the words lodge unhappily behind his 

breastbone. Her face became a raw plea, and then it broke into sorrow.  

 “I don’t want to go,” she wept. He gathered her up in his arms.  

 They made a slow, wounded sort of love, as if they both held something fragile in 

their chests that would shatter with too much movement. They cupped each other’s faces 

in their hands but could not hold each other’s gaze. Afterwards, he stayed inside her, not 

wanting to uncouple. She lay on top of him and buried her face in the pillow, leaving a 

wet spot beside him. When they finally came apart and he heard her breathing slow into 

sleep, he got out of bed and packed his things.   




